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Raise Your Crystal Spellwork to the Next Level Discover dozens of spells that you
can use for health, love, home and garden, problem solving, dreams, astral travel,
and much more. With hands-on spells, rituals, grids, and other magical methods,
The Book of Crystal Spellsis a practical and in-depth guide to using stones in
creative ways. • Find tips on cleansing and charging your stones • Learn to craft
magical jewelry, amulets, and talismans • Incorporate numerology, meditations,
elixirs, and crystal grids in your spellwork • Expand your magic practice by using
glass, sand, metals, quartz crystal points, and more Increase your knowledge of
crystal spells with accessible exercises and extensive appendices and
correspondences. Whether a beginner or an expert, take your magic to a higher
level with the magic of stones, which gives you access to the energetic connection
between you and the universe.

The Book of Stones
'The Book Of Stones' is very much made out of the things around the author - living
in the new South Africa, being part of a continent and its life and history and
processes.

Crystal Intentions
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Twelve-year-old Elyse has a rare genetic disorder that makes the words other
people say about her appear on her body.

The Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals and Stones
Description of the formation of stone, including quartz, granite, limestone, and
other various forms of stone.

The Little Book of Crystals
Stones and the New Consciousness begins with a new approach to meditation with
stones, and to the possibility of conscious relationship with the spiritual beings who
express themselves in our world as crystals and minerals. This beautifully designed
book examines the most important stones that help accelerate and enhance
human evolution. Each entry is illustrated with color photos of exceptional
examples. The stones include Moldavite, the extraterrestrial amorphous crystal;
Nuummite, the oldest gemstone on Earth; and Circle Stones, the highly energetic
Flint found in crop circle formations. Other featured rarities include Nirvana Quartz
from the Himalayas and high-vibrational Natrolite from the emerald mines of
Russia. Author Robert Simmons includes historical and mythological references for
each stone, positing that the fabled Stone of the Holy Grail and the Philosopher’s
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Stone of the alchemists may have physical counterparts among the materials
discussed. Simmons presents practices for deepening one’s awareness of the
stones’ gifts—from expanding one’s consciousness, to healing, to fulfilling one’s
personal and collective destiny. While emphasizing direct contact with stones, the
book also explores crystal energy tools, energy environments, and applications
such as stone elixirs and essences that can aid anyone on a spiritual path.

Stones of the New Consciousness
#1 New Release in Gaia & Earth Energies - Unlock the Secret Power of Stones for
Self-Care Harness the time-honored tradition of crystals and healing stones: The
use of gemstones is one of many energy-centered practices that can help you find
the calm and peace you need to stay grounded every day. Authors Lune Innate
and Araminta Star Matthews are dedicated practitioners of the art of healing with
gems, and they’ll teach you everything you need to know to develop a personal
practice that works for your own spiritual development. You already possess the
power for harmony and inner balance: Healing crystals are instruments you can
use to channel the flow of positive and negative energy within yourself. As part of
an intentional meditative practice, gems can be used to find inner peace and
wellness, and to ease anxiety and depression. Transform obstacles into
opportunities for growth: A renewed sense of focus and alignment with the
universe will support your relationships with yourself and with others. This book is
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both an introduction to the power of gemstones and crystals, and an opportunity to
expand your knowledge of healing arts. If you have found guidance in Crystals for
Beginners, Crystals for Healing, and The Crystal Bible, then Crystal Intentions:
Practices for Manifesting Wellness is the perfect addition to your collection of
resources. In this this guide, you’ll learn how to: Understand the chakra system
and other essential healing and balance methods Sense and read the flow of your
own energy And use stones to define your path of personal and spiritual
development

The Love of Stones
Incorporating the most ancient symbol of spirituality--the circle of stones--the tenth
anniversary edition of this classic bestseller for women seeking their sacred
connections weaves stories, dreams, and visions of women to lead each reader
into a personal yet archetypal journey.

Stones in Water
Details the powerful effects of gems as an alternative therapy for physical,
psychological, and spiritual healing • Reveals the physical, healing, and
astrological properties of over 70 minerals, along with instructions for maintaining
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and recharging their powers • Examines the “life” energy of stones, their basic
vibratory patterns, and how this energy is used therapeutically to treat various
disorders • Shows how to use gems in color therapy and to harmonize the chakras
Gemstones have been used for both therapeutic and spiritual purposes since the
beginning of time and in all traditions. Used properly, they can contribute to and
accelerate healing through the practice of lithotherapy, which uses gems and
minerals to restore enzymatic functions, and they can energize spiritual
development. Alternative medicines such as homeopathy have given prominence
to the therapeutic character of certain minerals, but the use of gemstones in
expanding awareness or establishing a holistic, energetic connection with the
stone itself have scarcely been brought forward. In this reclaiming of ancient
wisdom, Florence Mégemont explores the many potent and beneficial dimensions
of the mineral world. Over 70 precious and semiprecious stones are inventoried as
to their principal deposits, therapeutic applications, and zodiac correspondences.
Readers will discover which physical and emotional disorders can be relieved by
using which minerals and--with the application of chakra therapy--which
gemstones are indispensable to their spiritual health. While not proposing that
lithotherapy is a substitute for traditional allopathic treatment, Mégemont shows
that it can be a powerful complement to it. Additionally, stones can act
preventively, energizing both our health and spiritual resources to a state of
balance and attunement.
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Bread from Stones
2014 Carol Award Winner for Speculative The Fate of the Kingdom Awaits the Cast
of Stones In the backwater village of Callowford, roustabout Errol Stone is enlisted
by a church messenger arriving with urgent missives for the hermit priest in the
hills. Eager for coin, Errol agrees to what he thinks will be an easy task, but soon
finds himself hunted by deadly assassins. Forced to flee with the priest and a small
band of travelers, Errol soon learns he's joined a quest that could change the fate
of his kingdom. Protected for millennia by the heirs of the first king, the kingdom's
dynasty nears its end and the selection of the new king begins--but in secret and
shadow. As danger mounts, Errol must leave behind the stains and griefs of the
past, learn to fight, and discover who is hunting him and his companions and how
far they will go to stop the reading of the stones. "With an engaging, imaginative
world that bristles with danger, characters that keep you guessing, and a story that
sticks with you, A Cast of Stones will keep you devouring pages until the very end.
I highly recommend it!" --John W. Otte, author of Failstate "Carr's debut, the first in
a series, is assured and up-tempo, with much to enjoy in characterization and
description--not least the homely, life-as-lived details." -Publishers Weekly This fastpaced fantasy debut set in a medieval world is a winner. Both main and secondary
characters are fully drawn and endearing, and Errol's transformation from drunkard
to hero is well plotted. Carr is a promising CF author to watch. Fans of epic
Christian fantasies will enjoy discovering a new voice. "Like the preceding series
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title, Inescapable, this tale of suspense offers a colorful cast of characters, smalltown drama, and a hint of romance. A sure bet for fans of Hannah Alexander."
--Library Journal "[Good fantasy books] have to be excellent. Good storytelling and
exceptional characters with circumstances that are easy enough to follow and
wrap your brain around but keep you entertained and guessing Cast of Stones has
found itself firmly in that list of books. I absolutely, one hundred percent loved this
book." --Radiant Lit

The Alchemy of Stones
The Crystal Bible
The spiritual and healing qualities of 390 members of the mineral kingdom are
detailed here in The Pocket Book of Stones, Robert Simmons's condensed
reference guide to to crystals and gems. Based on the bestselling The Book of
Stones: Who They Are and What They Teach, this guide describes 47 new stones
not covered in the original encyclopedia and also contains an index of the spiritual,
emotional, and healing qualities of the stones. This pocket edition has been
requested by many readers who are looking for a compact reference that they can
carry easily or give as an inexpensive gift to the rock-lovers on their gift lists.
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Incorporating beautifully lit, full-color photos of each stone, it imparts the spiritual
understanding that made The Book of Stones the "bible" of many thousands of
crystal lovers. This book is an ideal introduction to stones and their energies for
those who are new to the field, as well as being an invaluable portable reference
for well-versed readers. Every entry contains a vivid color photo and quick-look list
of key words, elemental and chakra correspondences, plus the beneficial physical,
emotional, and spiritual qualities of each mineral, crystal, or gemstone. Below the
quick-look list, Simmons provides a description of each stone, including scientific
data and the story of each stone's spiritual and healing qualities, as well as
recommednations for other stones that combine harmoniously with it. The
scientific information offered welcomes those not yet familiar with crystal energies
by providing a familiar frame of reference and also broadens the knowledge of
those who come to stones primarily for spiritual purposes. The Pocket Book of
Stones includes a comprehensive index of the healing qualities and the emotional
and spiritual properties of all the stones in the book.

The Writing of Stones
"A metaphysical encyclopedia of more than three hundred crystals, minerals, and
gemstones, detailing their applications for self-healing and spiritual and emotional
development, along with vivid color photographs of each stone"--Provided by
publisher.
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The Pocket Book of Stones, Revised Edition
A full-color illustrated guide to co-creative alchemy with crystals and stones for
personal and planetary healing and enlightenment • Reveals that those who love
and work with crystals and stones have been intuitively following the path of
spiritual alchemy • Provides meditative practices with specific stones to go with
each stage of the alchemical transformation process as well as other tools and
techniques • Includes an illustrated dictionary summarizing the spiritual qualities
of more than 375 different minerals, crystals, and gemstones The Alchemy of
Stones presents an inspired breakthrough in Robert Simmons’ thirty-five year
career of exploring and revealing the spiritual qualities and potentials of minerals,
crystals, and gemstones. This holistic, Earth-based framework for understanding
stones and their energies initiates readers into an alchemical worldview that leads
to spiritual healing, transformation, and transcendence. Engaging readers step by
step, Simmons provides guidance on discovering and harnessing the three human
powers of intention, attention, and imagination, each a crucial component for
meeting and working in harmony with the energies of the Stone Beings. Simmons
also introduces us to the Divine Feminine intelligence known as Sophia, or Wisdom.
The Stone Beings are her emissaries, and through relating and co-creating with
them, the healing and redemption of ourselves and the Earth becomes a reality.
Offering an illustrated dictionary of the spiritual qualities of more than 375
different minerals, crystals, and gemstones, Simmons also explores in depth what
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he calls the Four Cornerstones of the Alchemy of Stones: Moldavite, Phenacite,
Azeztulite, and Rosophia. He discusses the stages of alchemical transformation and
provides meditative practices with specific stones to go with each stage. He also
explores how to work with stone mandalas, crystal body layouts, gemstone elixirs,
and Orgonite energy devices and details powerful techniques for working with
stones. Woven throughout are Simmons’ personal stories of the pivotal mystical
experiences that triggered his capacity to feel stone energies and led him to
develop his relationship with the stones, revealing how this work can open minds
and awaken hearts. Lavishly illustrated, The Alchemy of Stones is an invitation to a
journey of enlightenment, transformation, and spiritual metamorphosis aligned
with the path of our living, conscious Earth.

The Book of Stones
Improve your life on all levels—mentally, physically, emotionally, and
spiritually—with this essential reference guide to 160 easily-procured crystals,
minerals, and stones. Packed with practical knowledge and 190 beautiful full-color
photos, this easy-to-use handbook will teach you all about the gemstone world.
Each page provides you with concise information: stone name and properties,
color, corresponding chakra, planet, element, zodiac sign, numerological
association, and mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual uses. Margaret Ann
Lembo's metaphysical crystal directory will also give you Mohs scale ratings,
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divinatory meanings, and a series of positive affirmations for each stone. Learn
how to charge, cleanse, and use gemstones in healing grids, plus how to use them
as oracles for personal development and spiritual awakening. Praise: "When
energetically used with the understandings and tips provided in this A–Z essential
guide, all good things are possible. Your 'everything' go-to for crystals!" —Cyndi
Dale, bestselling author of The Complete Book of Chakra Healing and Beyond Soul
Mates "A must-have guide for anyone who even enjoys picking up rocks. Her
straight-from-the-hip approach is matched by her passion, love and knowledge of
each and every geode, multifaceted crystal, and everything in between." —Joan
Ranquet, author of Communication with All Life

The Book of Stones, Revised Edition
"A pocket-size reference guide to the spiritual and healing qualities of over 350
minerals, crystals, and gemstones"--Provided by publisher.

The Secret Language of Stones
This book is a delightful introduction to stones and geology written for children. It
is a faithful reproduction of the original text and details how to identify different
rocks, how to test their hardness, how to start a rock collection, how rocks are
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made and much more.

The First Book of Stones
Garnet Havelock was always a bit different from other guys. He never quite fit in
and he was okay with that. Now, in his final year of high school, he’s just marking
time, waiting to get out into the real world. When a mysterious girl transfers to his
school Garnet thinks he might have found the girl of his dreams, if only he could
get her to talk to him. As Garnet struggles to win over one girl, another girl is
trying to get his attention – unfortunately she lived over 150 years ago. Garnet
becomes fascinated by her history and that of the black community she belonged
to. As he draws closer to the truth, he uncovers a horrifying chapter in his town’s
history, and discovers the ways in which deep-seated prejudices and persecution
from the past can still reverberate in the present. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Book of Stones
This unique picture book was inspired by the stone artwork of Syrian artist Nizar Ali
Badr, discovered by chance by Canadian children's writer Margriet Ruurs. The
author was immediately impressed by the strong narrative quality of Mr. Badr's
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work, and, using many of Mr. Badr's already-created pieces, she set out to create a
story about the Syrian refugee crisis. Stepping Stones tells the story of Rama and
her family, who are forced to flee their once-peaceful village to escape the ravages
of the civil war raging ever closer to their home. With only what they can carry on
their backs, Rama and her mother, father, grandfather and brother, Sami, set out
to walk to freedom in Europe. Nizar Ali Badr's stunning stone images illustrate the
story. Orca Book Publishers is pleased to offer this book as a dual-language
(English and Arabic) edition.

Garden of Stones
When witch Prince River Nautilus leaves the sanctuary of the Kingdom's magical
border, he's kidnapped by those who hate witches, only to be saved by a girl who
wields stones like daggers. Secrets and mysteries unravel as the two become
close, and soon, they'll fight together to save Nautilus from those who would see
her burn.

The Pocket Book of Stones
• Explores 455 crystals, minerals, gemstones, and their metaphysical energies,
including vivid color photographs for each stone • For each stone, shares its
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scientific information, its element and chakra correspondences, its history, and its
physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits • Includes guidance on how to work with
crystals and stones and also explores the concept of crystal resonance Offering an
illuminating alphabetical journey through the mineral kingdom, this comprehensive
reference guide takes you deep into the world of crystals and their uses for
spiritual awakening and self-healing. Exploring 455 gemstones and their
metaphysical energies, the encyclopedia includes vivid color photographs for each
stone to aid identification and showcase its beauty, as well as listing each gem’s
physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits. The book begins with two introductory
chapters by authors Naisha Ahsian and Robert Simmons detailing how to work with
crystals and stones and exploring the concept of crystal resonance. Each stone
entry includes the mineral name and photo, its elemental and chakra
correspondences, keywords that indicate its properties, and a description of the
crystal structure, hardness, history, and known locations of each mineral, plus any
relevant legend or lore from the past. Each author then offers personal insights on
the subtle energy properties and spiritual applications of the stone. The entries
conclude with the spiritual, emotional, and physical healing qualities of the stone
and an affirmation for evoking its potential benefits. This edition also includes an
index of the stones’ healing and energetic properties, making it easy to find the
stone best suited to your needs.

A Cast of Stones (The Staff and the Sword Book #1)
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A comprehensive and beautifully illustrated guide to crystals. Find a known crystal
instantly or identify an unknown crystal in this easy-to-follow directory that
includes photographic identification, detailed descriptions, and information on the
individual properties of each crystal--including the spiritual, mental and
psychological, emotional and physical effects, plus its use in healing. It's an
indispensable reference for crystal lovers everywhere.

Sticks and Stones
From the basics of personal preparation and attunement to sophisticated talisman
construction, "The Book Of Stones And Metals" provides readers with a complete
guide to the world of crystals, colors and their use in expanded consciousness
work. This is an extraordinary in-depth study of interrelated energy work focusing
on crystals and the chakras, fully illustrated and indexed with guided meditation
texts at each step of the process.

The Book of Stones & Metals
In World War I Paris, Opaline Duplessi, an employee at the famous La Fantasie
Russie jewelry store, spends her time making trench watches for soldiers at the
front, and mourning jewelry for the mothers, wives, and lovers of those who have
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fallen. People say that Opaline's creations are magical, a word she would rather not
use. But she does have a rare gift, a form of lithomancy that allows her to translate
the energy emanating from the stones and receive messages from beyond the
grave. In her mind, she is not a mystic, but merely a messenger, giving voice to
soldiers who died before they were able to properly express themselves to loved
ones. Until one day, one of these fallen soldiers communicates a message directly
to her, and Opaline sets off on a journey into the darkest corners of wartime Paris
and across the English Channel, where the exiled Romanov dowager empress waits
to discover the fate of her family. --

The Tenderness of Stones
An alchemical guide to healing, awakening, and co-creating with crystals from the
author of the classic Book of Stones. For readers looking to expand their
knowledge of sacred crystals and stones beyond the foundations, The Alchemy of
Stones presents a holistic, Earth-based framework for understanding why and how
they work and initiating readers into a transformational, healing, alchemical
worldview. Engaging readers step by step, Simmons provides guidance on
discovering and harnessing the three powers of intention, attention, and
imagination, each a crucial component for meeting and working in partnership with
the energies of crystals. Readers will understand the philosophical underpinnings
of alchemy--surprisingly deeper than what one might expect--and translate ancient
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alchemical wisdom into modern, practical applications for healing, meditation, and
self-knowledge. Simmons shows how to co-create with stones to open minds and
awaken hearts, and describes the mystical experiences that led him to develop his
own relationship with crystals. Offering illuminations on the universe's conscious
and benevolent nature, The Alchemy of Stones is an invitation to a journey of
enlightenment, transformation, and spiritual metamorphosis aligned with the path
of our living, conscious Earth. Also included are chapters on making stone
mandalas, elixirs, and Orgonite energy devices; powerful techniques for working
with stones, including using the web of consciousness to bring change anywhere in
the world; and an illustrated metaphysical stone dictionary, with 500 different
stones and an index of their spiritual and healing qualities.

The Encyclopedia of Crystals
The ultimate guide to crystals and how to use them! In The Encyclopedia of
Crystals, Judy Hall draws on over 30 years' experience of working with crystals to
provide the definitive reference. Lavishly illustrated, featuring newly discovered
stones and providing new materials on geology and fluorescent properties, this is
an essential addition to the libraries of everyone working with crystals. Organized
by crystal color for easy reference, this gorgeous guide relates the colors of
crystals to the chakras, tells readers how to cleanse and activate them, and
provides helpful, authoritative advice on healing with crystals.
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The Book of Crystal Spells
Discover how crystals can enrich your life with The Little Book of Crystals - from
bestselling author and crystal expert Judy Hall. This enchanting little guide contains
everything you need to enhance your life using crystals. Focusing on 15 key
crystals, each recommended to complement a particular area of your life, Judy Hall
provides essential information on how to choose, use, cleanse and programme
your chosen stone. Whether it's Rose Quartz to improve your relationships,
Goldstone to bring you wealth or Selenite to strengthen your spiritual practice, this
crystal toolbox contains all you need to harness the power of crystals

Encyclopaedia of Healing Stones, Fragrances and Herbs
Often dubbed the "crystals bible," this comprehensive reference guide to the
spiritual and healing qualities of 455 sacred stones has become the go-to book for
looking up the properties of gems and minerals. Each entry includes vivid color
photographs for each stone to aid identification and to showcase its beauty, as well
as listing its scientific information, its element and chakra correspondences, and
the physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits of each stone. Illustrated by
gorgeously lit, clear color photos to aid quick identification, the book offers an
illuminating alphabetical journey through the mineral kingdom, stone by stone.
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This new edition of The Book of Stones, the best-selling guide to some of Earth's
most beautiful natural objects, is revised to include 76 new entries. The book
begins with two introductory chapters detailing advice by authors Naisha Ahsian
and Robert Simmons on how to work with crystals and stones--including the
concept of crystal resonance and the scientific observation that living organisms
(such as ourselves) are liquid crystalline structures. Each entry begins with the
stone name and photo, plus its elemental and chakra correspondences, as well as
keywords that indicate its properties. Next comes a description of the crystal
structure, hardness, history, and known locations of each mineral, plus any
relevant legend or lore from the past. Each author then offers their own take and
personal insights on the subtle energy properties and spiritual applications of the
stone. The entries conclude with summaries of the spiritual, emotional, and
physical healing qualities of the stone, and an affirmation for evoking its potential
benefits. The book's presentation is straightforward enough to make it an excellent
introduction for beginners, yet the level of detail and the depth of research make it
an invaluable resource for the most experienced stone practitioners.

Rhyme Stones
When Roberto sneaks off to see a movie in his Italian village, he has no idea that
life as he knows it is over. German soldiers raid the theater, round up the boys in
the audience, and pack them onto a train. After a terrifying journey, Roberto and
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his best friend Samuele find themselves in a brutal work camp, where food is
scarce and horror is everywhere. The boys vow to stay together no matter what.
But Samuele has a dangerous secret, which, if discovered, could get them both
killed. Lovers of historical fiction will be captivated by this tragic, triumphant, and
deeply moving novel.

Stones To Abbigale
The publication of "Theophrastus on Stones" is without question an important
event for scholars and students interested in the history of pure and applied
science. By common consent one of the greatest of the Greek philosophers and
naturalists, Theophrastus is still a highly significant figure in the development of
mineralogy and other scientific and technological areas, yet no modern annotated
translation of his treatise "On Stones" has hitherto been available. It has been
more than two hundred years since the first English translation by John Hill
appeared. French and German translations have been published within the last
fifty years as parts of other works, but they contain neither text nor commentary.
This book, which includes the original text, an English translation, and a
commentary, gives the reader-with or without a knowledge of Greek-an invaluable
interpretation of the technical aspects of the treatise and the rationale of the
processes described in it. It will have a wide appeal not merely for the classical
scholar but for a larger public whose interests lie in such scientific fields as
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chemistry, archaeology, mineralogy, and geology. Earle R. Caley and John F. C.
Richards have brought to completion a book which is a distinguished addition to
scientific and classical literature. Earle Radcliffe Caley, a native of Ohio, received
the M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees from Ohio State. From 1928 to 1942 he taught at
Princeton University. On several occasions he served as a chemist for the
excavation of the Agora at Athens, Greece. Since 1946 he has been on the faculty
of Ohio State's Department of Chemistry. Professor Caley has written on various
applications of chemistry to archaeology. For certain articles in this special field, he
received the Lewis Prize of the American Philosophical Society in 1940 and a
citation from the American Classical League in 1954. John Francis Chatterton
Richards, author of various publications on classical literature, was graduated B.A.
at Oxford in 1921 and M.A. in 1927. He began teaching at Dartmouth College in
1927. From 1930 to 1936 he was Instructor and Tutor at Harvard University, from
which he received the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees. He has taught classics at the
University of Rochester, and, since 1939, has been in the Department of Classics at
Columbia University.

The Book of Stones
The Book of Stones
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I want to be direct, my name is Greg. I go by “Onision” online. This book is made
up of events that occurred in my own life mixed with fiction from the made up life
of James. James is essentially a better version of myself. His home, his school & his
life all resemble my own at his age. The people James analyzes and is surrounded
by are not so unlike those I’ve known as well. I have experienced much of the loss
James has however his happier moments are more often than not also mine. I want
to share my story without it being purely non-fiction. I simply felt this approach
would make for a far better book. Stones to Abbigale is not just my book, it is a
piece of who I am.

Crystals and Stones
'I am following the traces of a great jewel. All its owners are dead, and the jewel is
lost' Precious stones are thousands of years old. They pass through the hands of
owners and smugglers, merchants and thieves. Often the hands leave no trace, but
they are there all the same: they leave impressions, invisible, like atoms of
hydrogen drawn to the surface of a diamond. The Love of Stones charts three lives
linked by one such jewel. Katherine Sterne searches the goldsmiths' quarters and
hidden archives of contemporary London, Tokyo and Istanbul, following the trail of
a long-lost jewel: a brooch of rubies, diamonds and pearls once worn by Queen
Elizabeth I. Two hundred years earlier, a pair of Iraqi Jewish brothers travel to
London, their fortunes made by an unearthed jar of mysterious and priceless
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stones. An epic story spanning two continents and six centuries, The Love of
Stones follows three very different people, each in their own way consumed by the
same desire. At the heart of their lives is the Three Brethren, the legendary jewel
that binds them together in a narrative as clear and irresistible as the facets of a
diamond.

The Metaphysical Book of Gems and Crystals
Presents a collection of narrative children's poems, with additional factual
information on the topics of each poem in the form of interviews with the main
characters.

Stones
Shy, mostly friendless Kevin couldn't be more annoyed when his parents sign him
up for Nature Crew in an attempt to help him become more sociable. One morning,
mysterious stones show up at camp and the boys that take them begin acting
strangely. Kevin has to make some unlikely friends to save his fellow campers from
the stick bug monsters leaving the stones. Aligned to Common Core standards and
correlated to state standards. Calico is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO.
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Theophrastus on Stones
"New Age readers will love this definitive guide to more than 190 stones and
crystals and their impact on the physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual well
being of individuals"--Provided by publisher.

Stepping Stones
A surreal and stunningly beautiful graphic novel about death, mourning, and family
by one of the most promising young artists working today. "We buried one of dad's
lungs," announces the narrator of The Tenderness of Stones. The lung is so large it
takes three men to carry it--and that is just the beginning. The family looks on as,
under the dispassionate orders of anonymous white-clad strangers, their father is
disassembled, piece by piece: His nose is removed from his face and tied,
temporarily, to his neck; his other lung is pulled out and he is forced to lug it
around in a cart; his mouth is pried off and stored away, leaving him mute.
Beneath it all is one devastating truth: Soon, he will be gone entirely. Marion
Fayolle is one of the most innovative young artists in contemporary comics, and in
this startling, gorgeously drawn fable she offers a vision of family illness and grief
that is by turns playful and profound, literal and lyrical. She captures the strange
swirl of love, resentment, grief, and humor that comes as we watch a loved one
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transformed before our eyes, and learn to live without them.

Circle of Stones
After bombs rain down on Pearl Harbor, 14-year-old Lucy Takeda and her mother,
Miyako, are rounded up--along with thousands of other innocent JapaneseAmericans--and taken to the Manzanar prison camp where they endure abuse and
harsh living conditions until Miyako makes the ultimate sacrifice. Original.

A Medieval Book of Magical Stones: The Peterborough Lapidary
• Explores 455 crystals, minerals, gemstones, and their metaphysical energies,
including vivid color photographs for each stone • For each stone, shares its
scientific information, its element and chakra correspondences, its history, and its
physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits • Includes guidance on how to work with
crystals and stones and also explores the concept of crystal resonance Offering an
illuminating alphabetical journey through the mineral kingdom, this comprehensive
reference guide takes you deep into the world of crystals and their uses for
spiritual awakening and self-healing. Exploring 455 gemstones and their
metaphysical energies, the encyclopedia includes vivid color photographs for each
stone to aid identification and showcase its beauty, as well as listing each gem’s
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physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits. The book begins with two introductory
chapters by authors Naisha Ahsian and Robert Simmons detailing how to work with
crystals and stones and exploring the concept of crystal resonance. Each stone
entry includes the mineral name and photo, its elemental and chakra
correspondences, keywords that indicate its properties, and a description of the
crystal structure, hardness, history, and known locations of each mineral, plus any
relevant legend or lore from the past. Each author then offers personal insights on
the subtle energy properties and spiritual applications of the stone. The entries
conclude with the spiritual, emotional, and physical healing qualities of the stone
and an affirmation for evoking its potential benefits. This edition also includes an
index of the stones’ healing and energetic properties, making it easy to find the
stone best suited to your needs.

The Omen of Stones
A Medieval Book of Magical Stones is the first translation of the longest and most
comprehensive medieval English treatise on the occult powers of stones and gems,
the Peterborough Lapidary. Lapidaries (encyclopaedias of the 'virtues' of stones
and minerals) were an essential resource for practitioners of natural and ritual
magic as well as medicine. This late fifteenth-century manuscript from the library
of Peterborough Cathedral describes 145 stones, portraying them as living beings
whose properties range from giving the bearer the power to command spirits and
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foretell the future to healing numerous illnesses and communicating with spirits
and the dead, along with instructions on how to release latent occult power from
within stones. Many of the proposed uses of stones resemble the concerns of
medieval necromancers, such as invisibility, love magic, power over animals and
the creation of magical mirrors. pp. xliii+106; 2 column text; introduction;
bibliography; analytical index; 8 b/w illustrations

Sticks & Stones
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